
AIACE/CENTRAL/2018/  72                            Dated   -- 27/10/2018

To

The Chairman

Coal India Limited

Kolkata.

Subject :-Immediate Implementation of CIL EXECUTIVE DEFINED CONTRIBUTION
PENSION SCHEME2007.

Sir,

The approval from coal Ministry for New Pension Scheme for Coal Executives has
been  received long back. Coal India has already  uploaded data of contribution 
towards this scheme  made by CIL in respect of individual executive w.e.f. 1/1/07  
but the data in respect of many serving and retired executives is not complete 
and missing for some of the periods. Consequent upon uploading of data in CIL 
website,  , it was anticipated  that scheme  would be implemented in near future. 
Recently ,finance dept. of CIL has issued a letter to all subsidiaries  for working 
out revised tax liabilities after including year wise NPS contribution since   2007-
08 onwards for every individual executive. In this context, following points are 
noteworthy.
1) Most of the retired executives were in high tax slabs during the entire period of 
2007-08 and  onward and may not have savings in Tax liability even if  NPS 
CONTRIBUTION amount is bifurcated year wise. Hence CIL may obtain option 
from executives as below particularly from retired executives either for 
accounting of entire NPS Contribution plus interest accrued in current year or  
bifurcation of NPS amount   and interest year wise 2007-08 onwards.
2)Entire NPS Contribution was retained  by CIL  for entire period which is more 
than 10 years.CIL Executives have been put to financial loss due to delay in 
implementation of NPS.CIL should pay cumulative interest year wise. Data 
inclusive of interest should be displayed in website.
3) We feel that implementation of NPS (CIL EXECUTIVES DEFINED 
CONTRIBUTION PENSION SCHEME) for executives opting for accounting of total 
NPS CONTRIBUTION along with ACCRUED INTEREST in current year can be 
done without further delay. Total corpus of Executive post income tax deduction  
has to go to individual NPS account.



4) If CIL sticks to implementation of NPS for all (retd. and working) executives 
simultaneously, then it will be delayed for indefinite period. Working out tax 
liability for last 10 years for all working and retd. executives is voluminous work 
and has further difficulties due to transfer within/outside subsidiaries, retirement, 
death of executives during the period.                                                       It may 
further be noted that implementation of NPS was a part of recommendation of 
2nd PRC and was to be implemented in 2009 with  retrospective effect from 
1/1/2007.Most of other PSUs have timely implemented it but  CIL EXECUTIVES 
have been unnecessarily deprived of NPS implementation, which could been 
done in 2009  itself. It may please be borne in mind that CIL Executives have 
already been put to great loss due avoidable delay of 9 years. Investment in NPS 
as per individual options for long period in pension funds, results in appreciation 
in corpus amount. This benefit is already lost due to delay which was avoidable. 
Calculation of year wise tax liability for last 10 years will further add a indefinite 
delay for settlement . Benefits of scheme may not reach  many executives as 
many executives have already left the world and many will leave the world 
without getting the rightful share of NPS BENEFIT. Unless, it is new CIL Strategy 
to delay NPS Payment/Implementation, CIL should go for obtaining options from 
individuals regarding NPS income accountal in current year/bifurcation over last 
10 years.
It is therefore, requested that a time line may be drawn and spelt out by CIL for 
completing the bifurcation of NPS AND INTEREST AMOUNT year wise for 
Executives opting for bifurcation.
It is also requested that amount after deduction of income tax may be directly 
credited to the bank account of retired executives so that they may invest it as 
per their choice. 

Regards, 

P K SINGH RATHOR

Principal General Secretary

CC-- The Secretary, Ministry of Coal, Shatri Bhavan,New Delhi.( Email  - secy-moc
nic.in )

        The Secretary, DPE,  CGO Complex, New Delhi. (Email  - secy-dpe nic.in) 
        Director (PP),Department of Pension & Pensioners' Welfare, New Delhi 
       (Email  - harjit.singh59 nic.in )

 


